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“...(a) word is not a crystal, transparent and unchanged, it is the 
skin of a living thought.” 

Chief Justice Holmes, in Towne v. Eisner, 1918. 

mmtract 

Thin rep&t proposes that recent advancea using low-levxl 
conocctiotit reprawntrtions offer new possibilities to those in- 
terested in free kxt information retrieval (Ill). The AEt system 
demonstratea that this repraentatioa mite the El domdn well, 
particularly the l pecid problenu attending the more sophisti- 
cated forme of conceptsad retrieveI reqdred in lesd l pplicrtions 
Also, the naturd ray in which coaaectionist representations d- 
low kawkng memu that AIR can atiid the high co& usochkd 
with mmmal indexing while providiig compamble remk. The 
pper begim by motiv&tiry the importance of Iegd infarmetion 
retrievd, horn the perepectivas of both the Law and utitkid in- 
telligence (AI). Our appmh t then compared to treditiond 
methoda for ill, md to more recent work using hiiher-level 
~bo& reprueatatioar 6om AL After l brief intmdnction to 
connectioniat reprc8entatioaa in general, the AIR system in pre- 
mted. Tbc psper doeu with evidence that tti ryatem does, in 
fact, begin to rupport the w of the “open kxtared’ conce~tr 
that m&t the Law both a very diIkdt and L very iUomin~tin& 
domdn for AI research. 

1 Introduction 

It haa been well documented that conventional approaches to informa- 
tion retrieval (IR) are in&quate to the task. A key problem ia that 
these systems rely too heavily on the presence of wo& rather than 
the couceptu etandiig behind there tokens. This in particularly true of 
legal IFt systemn. Recently, a number of reeearchers have investigated 
the nse of knowledge representation techniques from AI in the hope of 
providing more conceptually based retrievab. 

These ~&lie representations also suffer from major problems, 
however. For examplt, thty often require criterial ddinitione of the 
concepts which are not possible with the open kztund concepts typical 
of the Law. Even more worrisome is the fact that the Law must be 
manually encoded for them eyskma to work. Thin threatens to limit 
the impact of thin technology to a small fraction of the legal tent, and 
prohibita adaptation of the i&ices with the natural evolution of legal 
language. 

F’rom the perspective of AI, the Law ia a particularly attractive de 
main in which to study natural language because it at once embodies 
all of the centrally important questions of unde&atuling natural lan- 
guage, but worke with text that ia crafted with more precision than 
moot text. 

Connectionism is emerging at a new, rignifi&tly different and 
promising new A-symbolic knowledge representation technique in AI. 
Thin paper reports on experiments with AIR, a connectionist approach 
to conceptual information retrieval It will be shown that thii repre- 
sentation is very natural to the task, particularly at capturing the open 
texture required by legal concepts. Also, conntctionist repreaentatione 
support ecnne very powerful fonm of adaptation quite naturally and 
AIR demonstrates thin capabiity M well. 

However, connectionist representations alw ha= certain probknm. 
In fact, the relative advantagea and dieadvantagee of symbolic and sub 
qddlc representationa are quite complementary. Trade-offs between 
theee knowledge representation techniques take .a very concrete form in 
the legal IR tank. This suggeata legal IR ia an intereating domain in 
which to explore the relationship between symbolic and rub-t~ymbolii 
repramtationa 

Thin paper begiw by motivating conceptual information retrieval 
(CIR) syrttme M an important rtntuch area, for the Law, for lnfor- 
mation retrieval, and for AI. Next, we review some of the moot im. 
portant approaches to this problem, Section 4 characterize the work 
on connectionist representations &om which thii research draw-s. Set- 
tion 3 then deacribee the AIR system, a connection& approach to the 
problem of fret-kxt information retrieval. Several proper&a of ti 
amocistive approach to IR that aeem particularly useful in the legal 
domain are demonstrated. AIR de0 adapts ita representation of key- 
worda and documents on the basin of the browsing pattern8 of ik users. 
It will be argued that such adaptation ia an important property of CIR 
aystema. Howevtr, a description of AIR’II learning algorithm is beyond 
the mpe of this paper. The detalla of thin algorithm, ib relation to 
other connectionist lee+ schemes, and the performance of the al- 
gorithm in simulation and in a human mbjecC experiment in rtported 
elsewhere [3]. The paper concludea with a description of our current 
work aimed at integrating thii connectioni& representation with tax- 
onomic and thesaurus information, represented w&g more standard, 
symbolic knowledge representation tezhniques. 
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2 

2.1 

Motivations for conceptual information 
retrieval research 

Working without a legal calculus 

Broadly speaking, work in computer applications to the Law fall in one 
of two categories. It is either baaed on work in analytic jurisprudence or 
it automatea 8ome manual function lawyers muet perform frequently. 
The former approach is based on the belief that their exists a legal 
calculr~, perhaps based on dcontlc logic, that will someday provide 
a nolid motbmoticol foundation for legal reasoning.’ Thie work has 
and will certainly continue to extend our understanding of both the 
Law [l] and automated reasoning. But aa 1131 and others have noted, 
“The methodology for ascertaining the Law cannot be based on a legal 
calculus for (at present) none exists.” (p.78) 

The second, more modest approach - automating tasks that are 
already part of standard legal procedure - has allowed important ad- 
vance8 in legal applications of computing in the absence of such a legal 
calculus. Many legal task8 have been analyzed and partially auto- 
mated, as demonstrated by the wide range of applications reported at 
this conference. 

Legal information retrieval teems particularly promising as a mech- 
anism for dramatically altering the way law ie practiced, according to a 
recent workshop on legd expert eyatuns (111, and it ia no wonder. Text 
is the stuff of the Law, in a very fundamental sense. Lawyers live in a 
world filled with documents, legislation, opinions and regulations, and 
all of these source8 of text are increasing at a staggering rate. To date, 
must Iqd XR applicationa have been aimed & n&on&y vended infor- 
matlon sources, shared by many lawyers. Reed advm in computer 
hardware, particularly the optical disk, promise to make similar tech- 
nology availablk to individual lawyem and &ma for in-house litigation 
support. In short, the need for legd IR systems is real. 

According to a recent ABA survey, +bnmt half of all lawyera are in a 
oneperson firm and two-tblrde are in firm of lcslr than three. It ~eema, 
then, that the majority of all lawyers are grne~&&, having a small set 
of clients for whom they provide a broad range of legd services, rather 
than specklists in one particular area of the Law serving a large number 
of clients in only one way. For the CIR system builder, this is good 
news. It ia diEcult to imagine that a CIR system could provide many 
relevant citations unknown to a lawyer who ia expert in that field. But 
it seema not at all unlikely that even rudimentary aids could be very 
useful to lawyers who are novices, relative to a particular legal area 
The ABA etatistica indicate that the majority of legal IR system users 
are in tti category. 

2.2 The value of the Law to AX 

Lawyers are trained to use more precise and consistent language than 
the average writer, and it can be argued that legal prose is there- 
fore more amenable to computer analysis (than newspaper articles, for 
example). The fact that the Law attempts to describe situations in 
the most complete, consistent, and unambiiuous manner possible givea 
hope to the prospect of successful analysis of legal natural language. 
A8 Stamper [31] notes, 

. ..legd proee in the hands of a skilled draughtaman ia 
purged of those logical complexities and ambiguities which 
make the rigorous interpretation of ordinary language dif- 
ficult, if not impossible. The logical and semantic struc- 

‘Or~kYtthrt(OPicd~~of~~r~by[T]. 

tures employed in legd pro&? being relative simple ones, it is 
hoped to explicate them fully.... Thii is much lees ambitious 
than attempting to model in a compukr the understanding 
of ordinary language. (p. 103) 

Thii is certainly not to say that legd writing is ideal. One of the 
most interesting facts emerging from Laymen Allen’s andysis of legis- 
lation is that a great deal of the Law contaiw ambiguity [l]. In fact, at 
least 8ome of this ambiguity in inkntionab legislators unable to resolve 
their difIerences of opinion instead hide it behind ambiguous phrasing. 

Nevertheless, lawyers are professionally trained to use natural lau- 
guage as precisely a8 possible. It ia important to contrast the lawyer’s 
precise use of notuml longuogc with the precision achieved by com- 
puter professionals using otlifiial programming languages. The Law 
and computer progr amming are alike in that they both form large, 
coherent systems for deacribiig their respective worlds in consistent 
and rational terms, but there the similarities stop. The legd system 
has been constructed in full knowledge that the world is in fact a very 
noisy, uncertain and inconsistent place, whereas the world of computers 
is only beginning to confront these issues, particularly in the context 
of AI. In fact, some some of the Law’s special mecbaniims designed to 
manage ambiguity (e.g., voting, jury trials, dissenting opinions) may 
provide important ideas to computer programmrs for how their sys- 
tems might dso manage the noisy world. 

All this again suggests CIRs as an iuterestiug domain in which to 
explore natural language understanding. It at once embodiis dl of 
the centrally important questions of understanding naturd language, 
but works with text that ia crafted with more precision than most 
M samples. Aleo, this precisiin takes a radically different form than 
typically used with computm. For all theme reamme, the Law can teach 
Msgreatdeal. 

2.3 The need for adaptation in IR systems 

After a long period ofdkiikrest, AI bar again returned to the problems 
of getting compukm to kam 01 a&@ m a result of their experience. 
These questions are now recognked as c&cd to AI, in part because 
of the tremendous task of manually programming all of the knowledge 
intelligent sy~teme need, but abo because any reasonable definition of 
intelligence requires the ability to improve ia the tsec of experience. 

There are at lesst two very good muona why adaptation must be a 
sine quo non for any realistic IR system. The first la that the additional 
structure required by conceptud information retrievd (an described in 
Section 3) is extremely expensive to develop manually. When thii strut- 
ture takes the form of editorial enhancements (as in the WESTLAW 
system), it means that lawyers (already an expensive resource) must 
be trained still further in the stylistic and indexing conventions being 
used. Given the workloads and time-pressures facing these editors, it is 
difficult for them to build consistent, accurak structures. If even more 
structure ia being added (an proposed by Hafner and Krovetz; see Sec- 
tion 3.3 below), the lawyers must be trained still further, as knowledge 
engineers. 

The cost of manually constructing the additional structure required 
by conceptual information retrievd may well be justified for certain, 
particularly important document bases (e.g., Supreme Court decisions). 
But for the vast majority of legal text it is difficult to find adequately 
trained editors/knowledge engineers and justify their expense. Adap- 
tive mechauisms offer the benefits of conceptual information retrieval 
without the costs of manud indexing. A lsea subtle but equally im- 
port-t form of growth every IFt system must be able to gracefully 
accomodate is the constant incorporation of new documents. 
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However, there la asecond reason for requiring adaptive mechanisms 
in an IR system: The indexing vocabulary of IR systenm, lie other 
forma of natural language, is fundamentally dynsmie. This problem 
is shared by automatic indexing techniques, M well as those for which 
the coet of manually adding structure is justtied. However the indexing 
structures are generated, the meaning of keywordr in an IR 

In summary, any IR system that does not have adaptive capabili. 
ties has fundamental limitations. If it is to benefit from the additional 
structure used in conceptual information retrieval, this structure must 
be added manually, at very high cost. And even if these manual en- 
hancements are made, a non-adaptive IR system immediately begins 
to obsolesce as its vocabulary ages. 

It is worth noting that the converse is also true: the IR problem also 
offers some advantages as an area in which to study adapktion. Be- 
cause IR systems retrieve probabiiticdly and because there will never 
be a single, correct answer to a user’s query, the syskm is allowed to 
make “mistakes.” This is a critical feature for any learning application, 
because learning systems must be allowed to make mistakes. Users 
of a database. system would not klerak mistakes (such as retrieving 
au incorrect salary). But becauee IR systema are fundamentally proba- 
bilistic, a learnin g algorithm which promises to improve the probability 
of correct retrievals will be allowed to respond incorrectly, since even 
traditional, non-adaptive lR systems do 60. 

3 Approaches to conceptual information 
retrieval 

It has been well documented that conventional approschea to informa- 
tion retrieval (IR), while potentially very useful, are inadequate to the 
task. For example, in one poet-hoc anal& Maron and Blair showed 
that a state-of-the-art IRS was able to deliver only 15% of documents 
(rutaequently) judged “ZelevanV and 30% of documenk judged “crit- 
ically relevant” [4]. There in therefore great room for improveagate 
A key problem b that these ayatenm rely too heavily OLI the presence 
of VW& rather than the concepti standing behind these tokens. This 
is particularly true of legal IR systen~. Hue we highlight the meth- 
oda bebid two of the moot important LIRS now in commercial use 
(LEXIS and WESTLAW), and also describe some recent attempts to 
uss knowledge reprenentation kchniiues borrowed from Al to codiQ 
the semantic information contained in documenta 

3.1 Full-text indexing 

The most common approach in XR systems is to automatically index 
documents. Almost universally, this means generating an inverted in- 
dex for all keywords of the text, so called full-kxt retrieval. The ad- 
vantages of such a thorough index ate ii& that retrievd can obviously 
be based on any word or combination of words, and second that the 
retrieval procedure is simply explained to a user.’ The simple but 
de-rating problem with this approach is its reliance on a simple oe- 
currence of a word. One of the most basic results of modem linguistic 
analysis is that the presence of a particular word &&I is neither suf- 
ficient nor necv evidence of a reference to the concept standing 
behind that word 1351. For example, the concept of CAR can be used 
without actually using that word (by using the words A,vpO or VEIZICIJZ 
instead). Conversely, the presence of the word CAR doea not necessarily 

‘TX. sand dvamt~ becoma ipificant when fidl-text mhienl L compued 
with - aopbiaticatcd apptuwha which may be theoretically more de&able, but 
UT aho more difficult to explain and justify to a user. 

mean that one is discussing things with four wheels (perhaps the first 
element of a list in the programming language LISP). 

LEXIS is the least structured system to be considered. Each legal 
document is represented by rudimentary citation indices (court, date, 
judge) as well as the &dl text. More recent embellishments to LEXIS 
include AUTOCITE, which provides WAS-CITED-II liiks to all those 
CBB~S referring to the cunent document. Since these indices and links 
can all be generated automatically, the addition of new law to the 
database is a relatively simple tank. It will become even simpler when: 
a) character recognition technologies are perfected; or b) LEXIS obtains 
acce88 to the machine-readable version of the Law generated as a by- 
product by legal publishing houses. 

Much of modern IR research has concerned itself with refining full- 
text retrieval by andyeing word occurence frequencies within a partic- 
ular document and comparing them to the word frequencies occuring 
in the entire documentP There are certainly very sound arguments 
for the information contained in such word frequency analyses; in fact, 
the system to be described in Section 4 beO;tu with just this type of 
dak. However, any syskm which depends completely on the occurence 
of word tokens, or statistics derived from these, is inherently limikd. 
Such statistics provide a piece of the IR solution but cannot do it all. 

3.2 Editorial enhancement 

One way to enhance full-text retrieval is to manually add indexing 
information to each document in the text-&e. The manual procedure 
has a person who is expert in the subject of discourse (for exampk, 
the Law) resd each document and provide editorkal enhancementa, i.e., 
text and indlces ancillary to the actual text of the document. 

In the WESTLAW system, the editorial enhancemente take the form 
ofappropriate LcywoKLI, taxonomic d8mifkation in Wut’r &q nvmbct 
system, and I ummarizing head notes. West’s key numbering syskm is 
particularly i&resting becauss it was developed to faclltate search- 
ing of West’s printed volumes, long b&re computerized LIRSs were 
available, and has been used by lawyera aud refined over a period of 
many years. It can be viewed, therefore, M a legal “artifact” rdlecting 
important relationships of the Law it repreecnta. 

Sprawl highlights the trade-o5 offered by WE&LAW 130): 

. . . Naturally, some information is lost iu the process of 
condensing judicial decisions into h&note summaries, but 
something else is gained if the hcadnotes are clear, concise, 
and well-indexed. 

The “something else” is the additional structure provided by the sys- 
km. Its StNCtU?C models to some extent the structure of the Law, and 
this additional legal knowledge is one of the features WESTLAW has 
to offer. 

As Sprowl notes, there are problems with cditorid enhancement 
as well. If the editors characterkation of a document is accurate, the 
indexing will help users, but if it is inaccurate the document is effcc- 
tively hidden. And considering the time pressure under which most 
documents must be class&d by editors, ss well as the fact that each 
document’s classiCcation is subjected k the idiosyncratic biases of each 
individual editor, such misclassiications are almost guaranteed to oc- 
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cur. Finally, the entire process of manual lndexlng - having each 
document read by an expert in the iield - is extremely expensive. 

Ancillary 

4 
structure 

3.3 Representing semantics using knowledge rep- 
resentation 

Recently, a number of researchers have begun to investigate the use of 
knowledge representation techniques from AI in the hope of providing 
more conceptually based retrievals. 

Hafner’s Legal Information Betrieval System (LIBS) is as different 
from WESTLAW as that system was from LEXIS (121. Baaed on an 
elaborate model of legal knowledge, each document is given a much 
more subtle description than is pomible with either of the previous 
examples. LIB!5 uses a document desctiprion language (DDL) to for- 
mally describe the contents of each case. Basic legal concepts such as 
F’ORCERY, and DOCUMBIT are combined to describe situations. These 
concepts and situations are then used to describe particular aspects of 
the case such as: 

a What wrs the legal bar&i of the lawsuit? 

a What legal situation does the case exemplify? 

l What other eases were cited as supporting, or as not controlling? 

l What was the court’s decision? 

l Were formal, defining criteria of a legal concept enumerated as 
part of the decision? 

Clearly, this is a much riehu deuripim da dtxument than l list of 
key-numbera Just M deesly, a mahmtautial effort b required to code uny 
case into DDL. First, an enormous vocabulary of bssii legal coneepte 
must be defined and related; Hafnde experimental system dealt only 
with a small corpus of documents on negotiabIe instrumentr Then 
individuals trained both iu the Law and in the peculiarities of DDL 
must painstakingly trannlate each case into the LIBS formdii Only 
then it the system ready to assist a user. 

Krovetr proposea the use of KBL, another imports& frame-baaed 
representation [lg]. He cites KBL’r ability to organize knowledge along 
a number of dimensions and subsequently retrieve it via comparison 
with related concepts as particularly important in legal applications. 

These projecte both propose to support CIB by augmenting the raw 
text of documents with a characterization of its content, written us- 
ing a sophisticated knowledge representation language. Both Hafner’s 
and Krovetz’s use frame-based representations, but semantic networks 
[22], logic programming [lS], heuristic stak space [6], even the relll- 
tional data model 131) have been used for legal applications. Each of 
these representations offers a different set of epistemological primitives 
and supports different inference procedures. A careful consideration 
of exactly which of these is most suited to the CIB task is therefore 
worthwhile. 

There is a fundamental flaw inherent in all such symbolic represen- 
tation schemes, however. These languages make use of the rigor and 
deductive power of fogic and hence are also severly limited by logic’s 
inability to deal with the imprecision and inconsistency of the world. 
For us, working on the problem of LIB, this lack means that logic- 
based KRLs are unable to represent open kzttmd concepts. This is an 
extremely important deficit, and one that the AIR system addresses 
directly; this argument is presented in Section 6. 

enhancement 

Manual encoding 
effort 

Figure 1: Approaches to CIB 

3.4 Summary 

AIR’s relation to the preceding three approaches is shown in Figure 1. 
All of these systems vary along two important dimensiorur the amount 
of additional rtraeture they provide to support CIB, and the mond 
e@rt expended iu providing thii structure. Full-text indexing sys- 
tems make as much use as ppesible of the purely ryutaetic information 
derived from the occurence of word tokena There appear to be fupdb 
mentrllimi~tothtrourcedinbomution,butit~mataminimrl 
demands in krma of manual indexing effort. lkaditional editorial en- 
hancements (Iike WESTLAW’s headnotea and key numbers), as well an 
more recent attempts using knowledge representation Ianguagea (like 
Hafner’r and Krovetr’s), both rely on highly-trained people to encode 
the remade conknt of each document. These l ysterrw currently of- 
fer the only means by whiib this critical form of Infbrmation can be 
used for aophistlcated CIB,. The AIR #yak!& to be de&bed in Section 
5, promines to generate this additional rtructure automaticdly, using 
machine learning techniques. 

4 Connectionist representations 

Within the last few years there has emerged a diitinctly different ap 
proach to knowledge representation. These repreaentationa are a re- 
spouse to perceived limitations of the symbolic representations used 
by most current AI systems. Each of the traditional knowledge rep 
resent&ion schemes mentioned in Section 3.3 are rooted Srmly in the 
r&o1 prscesring pomdigm in which inkhigent behavior is assumed 
possible only by systems which manipulate abstract symbols. A critical 
assumption in this paradigm is that symbols are, in fact, abstractions; 
i.e., their internal structure is irrelevant; Newell has called thii the 
“physical symbol system hypothesis” [25]. 

The essence of the connectionist approach is that it finds this in- 
ternal structure not only relevant but of central importance. In con- 
nectionist representations, symbol correspond to ensemblea of rub- 
symbolti elements rather than to any one element. This fine-grained ap 
proach to representation gives conncctionist networks both their power 
and their limitations. In Gut, connectionist networks are betkr viewed 
aa a complement to symbolic representations than (14 a replacement for 
them. Connectionism approaches the task of representing knowledge 
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at a different, lower level than that used by AI’s more traditional rep- 
resentations. Semantically meaningful concepts correspond to large, 
distributed sets.of unib, rather than to ant particular unit. This work 
therefore can be viewed as rtjttting Newell’s physical symbol system 
hypotheaie. 

While the interest in connectionist representations in tily recent, 
many of its basic kntta hark back to much earlier work. In many 
ways, the connectionist approach could be called neo-cybernetic. The 
nets being used art not very different from the nerve-net modela in- 
vestigated (UI far back aa 1943 [21]. Going back even farther, Willii 
James emphasized how fundamental rimplt amociationa art to human 
thought [17,16]. One faturt of the recent connection% work is that 
it is less conctrned with replicating psychological behavior or neur+ 
physiological data than with building mechanism that satisfy certain 
information processing goals. This rnove~ the research much more 
squarely into compukr acienct. Recent interest in models for mae 
sively paralltl computation provides a second important motivation for 
interest in connectionist modela on the part of computer scientists. 

The basic structure in connection&t representations ia a weighted 
graph. It is important to note that the “knowledge” in these systems is 
captured exclusively in the weights on the links. yProgramming” a net- 
work implies putting a particular ett of weight8 on links, and %arning” 
implies changing the weigh&. Processing ia effected by propagating a 
transient quantity, cal!td actMy, throughout the network. Activity is 
a real-valued quantity, typically bttween zero and one, although some 
syskma (including AIR) allow negative activities (between 0 and -1) 
to propagate. It should be noted that the rtdc information in con- 
nection& syskxm ia therefore extremely dittributtd: each node and 
ttch link containt approximattly ant computer word. Tht complexity 
of these epttmt raulk from the fact that the global state dependa on 
the many, subtle interactiona among simple, local elements. The recent 
two-volum kxt by Rumelhsrt, McCltlland et al. is a good primer on 
the various design parameters of connection% ayatema (28). 

one key property that makw connection% ry8tema attractive im 
that they are reco&rucP~ 

This means that the system yitldo the entire output vcc- 
tor (or a clme approximation to it) tvtn if the input is noisy 
or only partially present, or if there is noise in the memory 
matrix. [2], p. 19. 

In the context of CIR., thin property meam that queries need not be 
exact; queries that are “clcse? to the deacriptiom of documents will 
cause them to be retrieved. This ability is at the heart of AIR’s ability 
to capture the nuances of open kxtured legal concepts (m Section 6). 

A second critical feature of connectionist representationa ia that 
there ia a wealth of ideam on how to allow kuming in these structures. 

One class of results dak back to Rosenblatt’s work on the Perceptron 
[26]. However, the Perceptron WM shown to have aerioue shortcoming 
I331 , and theoretically well-understood learning algorithms for more 
elaborate connectionist otructurea have only recently been discovered 
[15,27]. 

Connectionist systems have now been ~ucctdu~y applied to tasks 
in vision, lingui&ies, and speech recognition and generation (28,201. 
The AIR system applies a connectioniat representation to the problem 
of fretttxt information retrieval. Our project has demonstrated that 
this ia au appropriate representation for the task, and also suggesta 
ways in which the euk~~ymbolic connectioniat representations might be 
merged with mort rymbolic forms of knowledge. 

Figure 2: AIR’s user inter&e 

5 The AIR system 

The AIR4 system rtprtatntt a comectionist approach to conceptual 

information retrieval. This eeetion will first give an overview of AIR’s 
retrieval proceaa, and then diecuse home details of the basic mapping 
from the IR problem into a connectioniot replewtation. 

S.1 Overview of the retrieval proceee 

In AIR, the user’s query causes aomc activity to be plattd on each 
of the nod- corresponding to ftaturar mentiontd in theauery. Thin 
activity in allowed to propagate, fimt to the immediak neighbora of the 
query nodtn, then on to their neighbora, and 10 forth. AIR’s “answtr” 
art thoee nodes whole maximum activity ltvtl rtachta significant levels 
before the propagation terminates. 

Figure 2 shone AIR’s interface during a typical query. The window 
b divided into five panes, but only two are of red interest. The.very 
top lint in a comman d bar; these comman dn were used by me but not, 
in genera, by “red” uaera Moving down, the second window and the 
very last window contain &&ties about tht net, parameter BGttiILgB, 

and details about the retrieval process The thiid and fourth windows 
art the interesting on-. 

The third window is where the user typee the query (ii thii case 
a&mg for information about the word ASSOCIATIVE, aa ueed by J. A. 
A8D8880~), and AIR responda by drawing the network shown in the 
fourth pane. The nodes of thin network corrcapond to the documents, 
keywords, and authors AIR thinks are relevant to the user’s query, AIR 
draws thi network response (YI a tri-partik graph: nodee on the top 
level correspond to keywords, the middlt level to documents, and the 
bottom layer to authom. The ar’cb connecting nodes represent the asa& 
ciativt link.9 between keywords, documents and authors. Heavier limes 
imply stronger weighta AIR uses directed links whose directionality 
is represented by the concavity of the arca; a clockwise convention in 

‘AIR rtmb for Adaptive Infomutiam Rdiavd. 
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Figure 3: Network corresponding to one document 

used. For example, a link from a document node (in the middle level) 
to a keyword node (iu the top level) goes clockwise, around to the left. 

5.2 Mapping the IR domain into a connectionist 
representation 

As with most connectionist systems, AIR users a weighted graph as 
its basic representation. In the experiments to be described below, the 
only information used about a document is its title and authors. Titles 
~obviourlyavslylinritedunrpleobtee~,butthsmsthodrto 
be deuribed promise to ‘&ale up” to larger oamples of text, such M 
abotracta or full text of the documents. Attributes other than other au- 
thor’s names (such as publication data) could also be easily introduced 
(we Section 6.5). 

Uulike most’ eonnectionist ey&ems however, AIR does not begin 
from scrakh (i.e., with a randomized network) but from a network 
constructed from the initial representations of the documento it con- 
tab. An users query and interact with the system AIR changea this 
representation, modiig the representation of documents, keywords 
and authors. 

Figure 3 shows that portion of the network corresponding to a single 
document. The initial topology (agaln, this will be changed through 
adaptive mechanisms) of AIR’e network is tripartite, with the top level 
corresponding to keywords, the middle level of nodes corresponding to 
documents, and the bottom level of nodes corresponding to authors. 

Each citation first causes a corresponding document node to be 
generated. One author node is generated (if it doesn’t already exist) 
for each author of the document. The basic questions of indexing arise 
with the title: what term nodes should be generated from the words 
in the title? AIR’s initial indexing is again about as straightforward as 
possible: basically every word in the title becomes a term node.s 

Symmetric links are then formed from the document to each of 
its keywords and back, and from the document to and from each of 
its authors. Weights are assigned to these lii according to what is 

known in IR as an inocrre j-equencg weighting scheme [29]: the sum of 
the weights on all links going out of a node is forced to be a constant. 
Thii has the desirable effect of makiig a node with high out-degree 
(i.e., many out dghkr#) have a low connection weight to each of 
them, whiie a node with only a few out-neighbors is relatively strongly 
connected to those. 

There is a second, independent motivation for using inverse fre- 
quency weights, however. One way of insuring that the weight from a 
keyword to the documents it indexes is inversely proportional to the 
number of such documents is to make the total associativity from an 
index km constant. R this constant is made unity, the resulting net- 
work has the very satisfying property of conserving activity. That is, 
if a unit of activity is put into a node and the total outgoing associa- 
tivity from that node is one, the amount of activity in the system will 
neither gain or diminish. This property is obviously helpful in helping 
to control the dynamics of an associative network. 

Notice that while every link will have an inverse the two links will, 
in general, have diierent weights. Allowing asymmetric connection 
strengths makes AIR fundamentally different from many other connec- 
tiouist systems (notably the Boltzman Machine [14,15]). 

The initial network is constructed from the super-position of many 
such documents’ representations. Most of the experiments to be de- 
scribed in this report used a network constructed from 1600 documents, 
forming a network of approxima tely 5,000 nodes. The next section con- 
tains more details about the composition of this network. 

6 Supporting open-textured legal concepts 

It is proposed that these representations can be particularly useful for 
the representation of legd concepts. A key feature of legal concepts 
is their open iesfurer the inherent ambiguity of natural language used 
in the Law permits inherent indeterminancy in the classification of 
i&t situations [3433]. A criteria representation for these concepts, in 
terms of n eeessary and eu&ient conditions, is rarely available. In fact, 
the adversarial system of the Law ia designed exactly to deal with thii 
fundamental ambiguity. Also, legal concepb are inherently dynamic. 
The meaning of Sir use,” for exampk, must be allowed to evolve as 
the term’s usage adapb to a mmstantly changing world (in this case in 
the form of emerging technologies). 

AIR brings two basic mechanisms to bear on the problem of CIR. 
First, AIR’s associative retrieval method relied upon many, many pieces 
of relatively weak information. Thii makes it both stabk and robust, 
in that small perturbations in either the user’s query or the document’s 
description is not critical Also, AIR’s adaptive mechanisms move to 
solidity initially %ereadipitous” retrievals, while culliig out iuapprc+ 
priate ones. The following example will illustrate both mechanisms. 

This section will higlight some of AIR’s characteristics that seem 
most valuable towards the retrieval of open textured legal concepts. 

6.1 Variable. recall/precision 

Figure 4 shows the most typical perspective of the IR problem based 
on this assumption. Consider the universe of all documents contained 
iu au IR system, and also consider two subsets of thin universe: RET, 
the set of doauneuts retrieved by a particular query; aud REL, the set 
of relevant documents that should have been retrieved by that query, 
as judged omnisciently. Abstractly, the goal of au IR system is to make 
RET match REL. 
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Figure 4: Relevant vs. retrieved documents 

Figure S: High recall query 

Notice there might be twoapproachen to retrieval by the IR ~y&em, 
The firat approach would be to retrieve a small, conservative set of dm 
uments that were very likely to bc relevant. UnfortupsWy, there would 
dso be many other relevant documents not retrieved. Thie ia called a 
SigA pneisioa retrieval. The other approach ia to retrieve a large set 
of documents that dmoet certainly encompass all relevant documents. 
The difficulty with thie approach, however, ia that it alno retrieves 
many irrelevant documents. Thk ia called a high recall retrieval. Real- 
world IR systems typically attempt to compromise between these two 
extremes. Also, usem vary widely 6s to what type of retrieval they 
prefer. Typical users tend to want high-precision rctricv$e; rarely do 
they need or expect to get everything rckvant to their topic. Lawyers, 
on the other hand, tend to need high-recdl retrievals [30]. If they miss 
one case “on point” that their opponent may discover, it is a costly 
mistake. They are willing, therefore, to wade through mauy irrelevant 
documents if they can be assured of retrieving all relevant documenta 
The point in that variable selectivity is a critical feature for IR systems. 

AIR provides a very convenient mechanism for varying from high 
precision retrievala to high recall retricvaL9. Figure 5 ahowe the result 
of the same query used in Figure 2, but with a single parameter having 
been lowered.’ Thin shows simply that AIR can respond readily to 
varying user requirements for hiih precision or recall. Traditional IR 

Figure 6: Bar graph view of activity 

eystems with weighted link6 can accomplish some but not all of this 
same behavior. 

8.2 More communicative user interface 

A more significant difference is that the ?nput-output channel” from 
and to twera haa been widened by the AIR system. Typicdly, queries 
to IFt systema are composed of keywords; it is also common to be able 
to opt+ authom of interest. But m al6o dlow6 specification of 
docwnen~ in a query. The provision of this sort of this “query by 
example” seem0 a very u8eful e-ion Isnguage.* 

The reeult of AIR’0 retried is even more uncommon. The tra- 
ditiond rwult of an IR query L only documenta (or more typically, 
citations to or pro& of documents). While thii in AIR% major oub 
put aa well, the my&m abo provides keynor& snd authors. Keyword8 
retrieved in thi# mannct cu6 coruideted n&&d tenor that users may 
use to pumue their rearcha. Retrisved authors are considered to be 
cl&y linked to the subject of intereat. 

It could be. argued that these keywords and authors hsve no intrinsic 
value but arc ueeful only to the extent that they ultimately lead to rel- 
evant documents. However, there me many ways in which a user might 
find related terms and centrally involved authors a valuable informa- 
tion product in their own right. For example, if a user wants to pursue 
bin or her cearcb in other information syaterns (such as a traditional 
library), these additional cuea can be very useful. The fact that users 
had no more diiculty judging the relevance of keywords and authors 
than they did judging documenta supports thii view (see [3] for details 
of these experiments). 

6.3 Generalised Boolean queries 

AIR’s feature query language is somewhat unuaud in that it is not 
etrictly Boolean. A query ie specified by mentioning a set of fcaturrs 
(keywords, authors, documents), or their negation. No provision is 
made for the traditional Boolean conntctives AND and OR. 

Figure 6 euggab that they arc not missed, but thii representation 
requires some explanation first. Here, the tempord dimension of AIR’s 
retrieval procm baa been made explicit. Nodes in the network now 

‘Mike Maer WY tke fimt to point tti out [24]. 
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Figure 7~ Concentric view of propagation 

run across the horizontal axis, and time skp of the model arc listed 
vertically. The filled rectangles below each node represent the activity 
level of that node at each time step. The typical progression is for 
the node to begin at low activity levels (drawn as thin rectangles), to 
swell to higher activity levels (drawn as fatter rectangles), and finally 
to dwindle away to inactivity. Notice that the column labels for each 
node do not occur all on one line, but in staggered groups. Because 
only a small fraction of the network becomes active during any one 
query, nodea are only included in this representation as they become 
active. Those nodes ~tive during the tirst time step of the model are 
labeled on the tlrrt be, tha that fht bowma active on the second 
time step are labeled on the second line, and so forth. 

. 

Beginning at the left, the first two nodea (UDERSOI,JA and 
A%OCIATIVE) were mentioned directly by the query and so are not 
considered parb of the retrieved set. The next node corresponds to a 
document that satisfied the cwjunction of the two query featurea. The 
next set of three documents are in the di&nction of the two features, 
and the remaining nodes are not directly associated with either of the 
query features but were activated by other, indirect associations. 

There are several things worth noticing in this representation. First, 
notice that the retrieved nodes are sorted from left to right from those 
most obviously implicated by the query to nodes less directly impli- 
cated. The first nodea on the far left are the query nodes. Next are 
those nodes directly associated with one or more of the quay nodes. 
Then, in “serendipitous order,” are nodes somehow indirectly related 
to one of the query nodes. Second, it is important to know that AIB 
WilllUW maximum activity levels of nodes to determine whether they 
are retrieved, in this representation this corresponds to the fattest box 
in each column. Notice that this point occurs later and later in more 
and more remotely connected nodes. 

, . 
The point is that the difference between AND and OR is a matter 

of degree; this insight goes back to van Neumann. A user scarchiig 
for relevant documents does the best he or she can to describe fcakms 
of the set in which they are interested, but a Boolean language may 
require more precision from this description thsn is appropriate. AIR’s 
feature language asks for less rigor, but generates retrievals that turn 
out to be a natural generaliaatiou of Boolean-like languages. 

Figure 7 shows a third way in which AIR’s results can be repro- 
sented. In this display, each query node becomes the center of a set of 
concentric‘circlea. The rings correspond to progressively smaller activ- 

Figure 8: Concentric view of propagation - with liiks 

ity levels, drawn on a logarithmic scale. As nodes are retrieved, they 
are drawn close to the query node whose activity first reached them, 
at a distance proportional to their activity level. The point of this 
representation is to suggest the interactions between the spreading sc- 
tivation waves from multiple point sourcea (i.e., query nodes). A node 
cata be signitictuttXy active because it is very close to one of the query 
nodes or because it is somewhat close to several query nodes. This 
representation distinguishes between those two situations. Figure 8 is 
basically the sams representation, but the logarithmic cirdee have bean 
rermvad and the lengths between noda have been added. A different 
W-Y - pw[B I SCHEl&- is shown to provide an example with non- 
obvious connections between the query features. It is also drawn to a 
slightly different scale in order to highlight with long links the signifi- 
cant interactions acroa the duakrs immediately surrounding the query 
nodea. 

6.4 The extenribility of the representation 

One key advantage of ccmnectionist representations is that it proves 
quite esay to encode additional, new information. Because conneetion- 
ist links correspond to simple sssociations, and because association is 
such a basic, common, generic relationship in the world, representation 
becomes particularly straight-forward. In AXR, for example, it took no 
great insight to determine how documents might bs initially associated 
with keywords and authors. g 

Similarly, it is straight-forward to incorporak many new forms of 
information, some of which are shown in Figure 9. For example, adding 
critical citation information b a very natural and promising extension 
to AIR’s current representation. In the law, this type of information is 
often referred to as Shepard’s index, and its use in legal CIR systems 
has been investigated [32]. Eugene Garfield has pioneered the use of 
this information in the scienc%c literature with his Science Citation 
Index. tn AIR, citations will be represented as links from the citing 
document to the cik& reciprocal links will also be valuable. Other 
possible sourcen of information that could be incorporated into AIR’s 
knowledge base just as easily include: 

s r~erorrraa relationships among keywords (e.g., broader term, nar- 
rower term, related krm relations). This is an especially impor- 

9Notia how mu& more di&ult tht tuk bsomcs if the links uv lobeled, Y in 
UmuIliC netrodm. 
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written by 

Figure 9: Available information 

tant form of infomation; 6ea the next section: 

. coUeogrc relationships among authom (e.g., common research in- 
stitutions, common educstiod hidories); 

. csgertiee relationships between authors and keywords (e.g., per- 
sonal descriptions of research interests, often used for selective- 
dissemination-of-information (SDI) applications) 

As with the initial indexing information, some but not all of these 
syntactic facts will prove significant. This data is merely a plausible 
basii on which to begin retrieving documents. It is the ad&fiae side 
of the AIR system that will move to codify the beneficial relationships 
into permanent structures while pruning diiunctional ones. 

8.5 Integrating symbolic information intq a sub- 
symbolic representation 

Our current work is aimed at just the sort of extension described above, 
viz., integrating thesaurus information. The reason this is au especially 
important type of knowledge to add is that it functions as a critical 
experiment towards understanding the relationship between symbolic 
and subsymbolic representation techniques (see Section 4). Use of such 
taxonomic information is a critical componenet of the WESTLAW key 
numbering system. The semi-automated construction of such rtruc- 
tures has been investigated [S], auggeating more such information may 
become available es the task of generating it becomes less onerou. 

It would be possible to represent thesaurus information as simple 
weighted associations. However, a great deal would be lost in the tram- 
b&ions. To say that one keyword is a %~AD~TERII than another 
keyword is to say more than that there exists a weighted association 
between them, whatever the weight; the same is true of the inverse 
8li88OvERTHRIl relation. It is true that the RELATEDSElUf relation M 
well-captured by simple weighted associations, but this merely serves 
to highlight the additional remantics attendiig the hierarchic relations. 

Figure 10: The symbol ASSOCIATIYB - before and after 

Representing such semantic information, symbolically, has been a 
central concern for AI dmoet from the beginning, and it is arguably 
the area in whii most progress has been made. The BRoADER,tElM 
/ #~88OWt,TB811 relations, for example, are simply a specid cese of 
the ISA relation used by many knowledge representation languages [g]. 
We intend, therefore, to make use of these symbolic representations for 
the thesaurus information. The question then becomes one of getting 
this symbolic information to interact in a meaningful way with the 
subsymbolic information captured by AIR’s &sting connections. 

We are investigating several mechanisms for integrating the two 
representations. For example, it is possible to selectively propagate ac- 
tivity along ISA links, similar to the marker passing procedure used in 
Fahlman’s NETL system (IO]. This quasi-logical processing would aug- 
ment and interact with the nnifown propagation along weighted links 
currently used by AIR. A second possibility is to add strict Boolean op- 
erations to the query language (as opposed to the generalized Boolean 
operations implicit in AIR’s current query language). These would 
result iu (logicd) set operations performed porf Boc on intermediite 
document sets retrieved in the standard fashion. A third possibility is 
to use symbolic and subsymbolic search procedures redundantly, with 
the two forms of inference interacting via a “blackboard” architecture 

PI- 
We believe that the most important form of interaction between the 

symbolic and sub-symbolic forms of knowledge representation, in the 
context of CIFt and more generally, will be the induction of symbolic 
structures from subsymbolic ones. 

Figure 10 shows the sort of symbols built by the AIR system. In 
Figure 10.A the net shown is AIR’s response to the query ASSOCIATIVE. 
In this initid query, the set of nodes retrieved depends only on rynfucfic 
information contained in documents ,of the collection (viz., what words 
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occurred in what documenta). Notice that this retrieval contains both 
‘serendipitous* (i.e., reasonable, appropriate) elements, such as the 
keywords LJMRIIIG and ASSOCIATIVE, and the author J. A. AIDERS01 
and inappropriate compdnents (e.g. the keywords SYSTSH and VERSUS 
and the author M. HAROI). Figure 10-B shows the response of AIR 
to the same query after several learning trials-l0 Not only have the 
inappropriate responses been culled, but the retrieval has also been 
extended to new nodea which were neighbors of appropriate parts of 
the initial retrieval set. 

Once a number of users have refined the subsymbolic structure 
corresponding to this symbol, ASSOCIATIVE could now be used aa an 
atomic element of a symbolic system, or es an access point into the 
much richer sub-symbolic network. 

To see how I imagine such a symbol interacting with a conventional 
AI expert system, imagine that ASSOCIATIVE was replaced by a nice 
medical term like FEVER. Using such a symbol, a medical expert sys- 
tem could proceed ra usual, except that instead of having FEVER resolve 
only into a simple character string, it would correspond to a node iu an 
associative net as well. when the expert system got stuck, the hybrid 
system could rely on connectionist processes (lie spreading activation 
search) to help provide new options. Instead of being hollow, the sym- 
bol FEVER will have a rich set of connections to other symbols. 

7 Conclusion 

This paper has argued that connection& representations offer a funda- 
mentally different approach to the problems of conceptual information 
retried By relyIq m the canbh~ed evideuca of many weak, ryn- 
tactic clusr and provI&ng a karning mocha&m that can eodifv the 
meet salient of these, such nyste.ms promise to provide “serendipitous” 
retrievals that are much better than random. We have also argued 
that this low-level rub-8ymbolie representation should be viewed as a 
complement to, rather than a replacement for, more symbolic represen- 
tations propoised by others. Fiiy, we hope to have shown what a rich, 
important area the Law, particularly conceptual information retrieval, 
ie for future research in AI. 
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